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1. The person which was (1)/

recommended for the position

(2)/ did not fulfil (3)/ the

prescribed qualifications. (4)/

/No error (5) .

(1) The person which was’

की जगह The person

who/that



2. (A)If I was a

(B) rich man, I

(C)would make more

(D) charitable donations

(E)No Error.

Answer: (A).

Replace “was” with “were”



3. (A) You had better

(B) to watch the

(C) way you talk to

(D) me in the future

(E) No Error.

Answer: (B).

Replace “to watch” with

“watch”



4. Whenever you speak, (1)/

take care that (2)/ other are

not hurt (3)/by your words.

(4)/ No error (5)

Answer: (3)

'other are not hurt' की जगह

'others are not hurt' होगा।



5. You should inform (1)/ your

superiors about (2)/ all those

events who are (3)/ directly

related to your work. (4)/ No

error (5)

Answer: (3)

'all those events who are'

की जगह 'all those events

which\that are' होगा





6. If ever the children met to

each other in the evening, they

didn’t play.

A. Meet each other in the

evening

B. Met each other in the

evening

C. meet to each other in the

evening

D. Met to each other in the

evening

Answer-(B) Met each other in

the evening.



7. The boy was a student of

Class IX and the girl is

reporting to be around 18

years old.

a) were reported

b) Was reporting

c) Reporting

d) Is reported

e) No improvement is required
Answer: d) Is reported



8. A city based company has

claimed to have launch the first

bio-gas fueled bus in Kolkata

keeping a flat fare of just ₹1.

a) to have launched

b) to has launched

c) To have been launched

d) To have been launching

e) No improvement is required
Answer: a) to have

launched



9. A teenager has died while

his girl friend survived when

the couple attempted suicide

at G. Rautaput village under

Dashmantpur block in Koraput

district of Odisha.

a) Was died

b) Was dying

c) Has been died

d) Had been died

e) No improvement is required
Answer: e) No

improvement is required



10. He is quite a right in his

approach towards solving this

issue but the higher

management disagrees with

him.

A. He is quite right

B. He is quite alright

C. He is quiet right

D. He is all quite right

E. No replacement required
Answer: A. He is quite

right





11. The big stone monument

was the only __________ the

lost traveller remembered.

A. specimen

B. souvenir

C. piece

D. Landmark

E. None
Answer: D. Landmark



12. Onions grow in ________ in

this part and hence they are

always very cheap here.

A. demand

B. abundance

C. peak

D. excessive

E. dearth
Answer: B. abundance



13. We spared no efforts to

win, but the opposite side did

better. The result was

obviously ________ us.

A. in favour of

B. rejoicing

C. against

D. grudging

E. introspect
Answer: C. against



14. The patient is ________ of

stomach ache.

A. suffering

B. experiencing

C. complaining

D. Afflicting

E. None

Answer: C. complaining



15. There is no need of any

proof because everything is

very ________.

A. obvious

B. uncertain

C. definite

D. regular

E. essential
Answer: A. obvious





16. The Delhi government also

announced that schools,

colleges and other educational

institutes can reopened from

November 29 in view of the

improved air quality.

A. announced

B. educational

C. reopened

D. improved

E. All are correct

Answer: C

Here the word ‘reopened’

is incorrect and

inappropriate. Going by

the tense of the

sentence the correct and

appropriate word will be



17. Delhi chief minister Arvind

Kejriwal said that his government has

added Tamil Nadu’s Velankanni

Church in the list of pilgrimage cites

under the scheme, which caters to

senior citizens of the national capital.

A.Government

B.cites

C.caters

D.capital

E.All are correct

Answer: B

The word ‘cites’ is

inappropriate here. ‘Cite’

means to state as an

example. Here the

correct word will be






